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no debris, no bodies, no signal of the much-talked-about black colored box.A year following the
disappearance and commencement of the worldwide seek out Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, no sign of the
plane has been found&#151; Richard Belzer, George Noory, and David Wayne wish to know why.s time
and energy to think outside the box.s still zero indication of it whatsoever, it’ factors the plane crashed,
Belzer, Noory, and Wayne argue that if a 12 months after a huge Boeing 777 has truly gone missing, and
there’most most likely”Scrutinizing the theories the press and politicians claim are the &#147; The open
public needs to stop being misled.If a plane and its passengers went "missing" once, what's to stop it
from happening again?A few of the theories the authors consider seem implausible on the surface, but
the thorough study they've done and the continual failing of politicians, aviation authorities, and military
members around the world to give any indication they're wrong makes their arguments as good&#151;if
not better&#151;perhaps the only federal government official to publicly acknowledge the true reason
that neither Flight 370 nor the 239 people onboard have already been discovered.The title of this thought-
provoking volume, Someone is Hiding Something, is a line spoken by former Malaysian Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad&#151;compared to the even more widely shared ones.
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Provocative, compelling and sobering. It was just by happenstance that I finished this publication on the
anniversary day of the disappearance of Malaysian Airlines Airline flight 370. The text message sent by an
American citizen onboard will do to convince me of the.Richard Belzer, George Noory and David Wayne
have not written the initial book dealing with this very unusual tragedy, however they may have written
the very best analysis of what's known, what has been held from the public, what has been either
mishandled or purposely subverted, what role the mainstream and choice media have played out and the
chilling implications of the function.Well written and researched (so far as possible), the authors do an
excellent job in tackling the various theories established up to now and in providing a succinct summary
of these theories (nine in every), as well as establishing which ones can simply be dismissed and which
not easily. Interesting insight into theories and also factual information on the subject of the capability to
track airplanes even without the transponder started up. people need to browse it and think about it
themselves. with today's advanced radar technology, etc. I think many others may react likewise if indeed
they read it. Trust our government?" Wow "There is nothing new under the son" (King Solomon)Males
have always done dirty deeds for gain. With electronic and satellite protection encircling our planet today,
an object this large cannot simply disappear. This investigation can be an indictment of our governments'
secrecy, both U. It had been an eye-opener and described things in a fashion that the layman could
understand. and UK. Flight 370 was brought down (crashed or landed) for a particular cause as was TWA
Airline flight 800, but our government leaders are refusing to inform us the truth. What are they hiding
and just why? Great Read! Appears like someone has plans for those poor passengers that didn't include
heading home. A book.. Great Browse! Richard Belzer -and additional writers upon this project- did an
excellent work presenting multiple "theories" about the lacking Malaysian Airlines airline flight 370. He
& I understand that having read this and taking into consideration both the most likely causes I take from
the book, as well as the extremely disturbing implications of these most plausible causes, stuff seem a
little bit darker now. I knew that something nefarious -at the least just simply odd- was in the making. I
enjoyed it very much." After perusing the book's conclusions and end notesI highlighted multiple items to
be additional researched and regarded as; I also said a silent prayer for the households and friends of each
of those 239 people up to speed the ill-fated flight 370. I am remaining with the certainty that,
"Somebody is hiding something. This book is an intensive forensic investigation into the disappearance of
a commercial airliner from todays skies with no plausible explanation by any of the governments
involved. Richard Belzer -and other writers on this . ANOTHER 9/11? Best MH370 Book Dont think that
Richard Belzer is merely JOHN MUNCH. Solid Research into what happened This book will tell you just
as much as anyone can possibly find out about what happened to the ill-fated flight. Logical, meticulous,
and well-referenced, it often transmits chills down the backbone and is often thought provoking. I am
hoping Belzer & A good primer about them. I read this book as one with very little understanding of the
disappearance of flight MH370.S.Even though authors present many facts (and a chapter is devoted to
each of the main theories about the plane's disappearance), what the authors do not do is advance one
theory in particular as the answer. Not even semi believable.My only complaint is that the publication will
repeat itself numerous instances. I found myself sometimes thinking, "I obtain it already. This was said
several times before."Aside form that though, I'd recommend this if you are searching for a primer on the
subject without the spin. Interesting insight in to theories and also factual information about ...I won’t get
into any detail; An X-Files-Type Mystery Someone is definitely hiding something! As I'm a big fan of
Richard Belzer, I got to read this book. Immediately of reporting a plane "went lacking" in this section of
the globe I became suspicious about the complete incident; his cowriters possess the guts to question the
"right" questions regarding the whereabouts of the aircraft. My vote is usually for the (top secret?) US
military bottom in the Indian Ocean. Like many throughout the world, I tried to understand just how
something so seemingly impossible can happen: the entire and utter disappearance of a jumbo aircraft



when, because the authors stage out, there's virtually nothing on earth that gives off any kind of
electronic or energy ‘signature’ that can’t be discovered, down to the electric battery of a wristwatch worn
by somebody in a remote control forest. Cue the X-Files theme music; God bless the souls that
disappeared with Malaysia 370. Great Question and Answer Book Great Q & This book is the most
comprehensive and objective narrative that I’ve read It’s a clinically precise exploration of the evidence
extant about Flight 370. Concise summary with exceptional insight. Will skip anything by Belzer in future
Three Stars I guess they were wrong A Nice Conversation of the Missing Malaysian Flight MH370
Includes 216 pages. Though not stated directly, the subtext of the narrative is that Flight 370 was diverted
to an airstrip somewhere in Central Asia and is be-ing prepared for a few evil deed. co do a followup to
this book when possible.. Easy reading with great reference and insight. Thats who he plays,not who he's.
Without giving away any extra information that the authors within this book- I do not need to steal any
future reader's experience-I will end my remarks by commenting that I have already been still left with a
sad and angry opinion about "the powers that be. Not wrong just crazy CONSPIRACIES! In other words,
they permit the reader to pull whatever conclusions the reader wants. Flight 370 is missing, and its
location is a mystery. The authors have got inte-grated these specifics into several scenarios that posit the
fate of Flight 370. I thoroughly enjoyed the book! I would recommend this reserve to everyone.Great
reading. Leaves more Questions than it answers. If you are thinking about MH370, and i've read and
studied most of the many books on this subject, this publication is by far THE BEST on this Subject.
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